REVOLUTIONIZING
THE DAMAGE
PREVENTION
INDUSTRY.
In a recent study,
it was found that $61
Billion is lost annually to
waste and inefficiencies
of the systems for
damage prevention.

As the unrivaled leader in the damage
prevention industry, our customers count
on us to provide the best solutions to
protect their users… and their communities.
Our solutions have been road tested
by some of the largest companies in
construction, infrastructure, utility,
manufacturing, and excavation. NDP also
partners with the most experienced and
respected notification centers in
the country, serving tens of millions
of end users.

Our LOGiX™ platform delivers one call, location
and excavation services, mapping & GIS, continuous
intelligence (CI), artificial intelligence (AI),
analytics and reporting. Our software is seamless,
straightforward, and scalable, making it the perfect
addition to your enterprise.

So you can see the big picture.
INSiGHT LOGiX accelerates digital transformation for utilities, utility locators,
excavators and 811 contact centers with continuous intelligence (CI). The analytics
platform aggregates millions of data point in real-time from damage histories to
detect potential utility issues, and then actively makes recommendations to prevent
future damage.
Get real-time alerts, scroll through insights, and leverage recommendations
so you can make the best-informed decisions before work begins.

CORE FEATURES:
A proactive, continuous
intelligence platform
Provide ongoing root
cause analysis of damages
Predictive risk assessment
to increase operations
efficiency
Detect and combine
systems of excavation
encroachment or activity
close to facilities/assets to
provide real-time alerts
Maximize ROI through
powerful reporting and
analytics

Eliminate the dangers and damages
associated with legal excavation.
A revolutionary single-address ticket submission and management
application designed for excavators, utilities, and homeowners
to create and track their 811 tickets with ease.
You can now create and track tickets automatically, verify
positive response, receive instant notifications, effortlessly access
submissions, assign tickets, and communicate with field teams,
all in one simple to use platform.
Whoever the user is, no matter what size of job, DiG LOGiX intuitively
communicates to provide predictability and accuracy from start to finish,
and all steps in between.

CORE FEATURES:
Proactive notifications
Ticket creation and
management
Modern mapping
User authentication
Security of PII
Configurable by state
Collaboration tools

#1 issue facing
our industry today is
FAILURE to even notify
an 811 Call Center
before digging occurs

Improve the safety of worksites
through accurate and on-time locates.
LOCATOR LOGiX is a web-based locate management system designed for utilities
and utility locators to manage their utility line locate requests sent by an 811 center.
Become fiercely efficient with seamless automation for assigning locators and
providing responses based on member code, ticket priority and geographical location.
Keep all parties in sync with advanced communication features such as alerts,
broadcast messages from 811 centers, and even Electronic Positive Responses
so utilities can communicate directly to the 811 center and excavators on
the work being done. LOCATOR LOGiX modernizes your location procedures
with state-of-the-art intelligence.

CORE FEATURES:
Response and locator
assignments
Predictive analytics for
risk assessment

Recent studies
show that an underground
utility line is damaged in
the United States every
6 minutes.

Accurate GIS mapping
Robust reporting
Advanced search functionality
Electronic Positive
Response (EPR)

Mapping and GIS accuracy
before you dig.
Stop wasting time and resources with the most accurate maps in the
industry. Route response teams more efficiently, avoid unnecessary
locates, and reduce errors. Our continually updating map data—accessible
on mobile devices—makes working on site more safe, precise, and efficient.
Meant for use with our full product suite or 3rd party applications, this
mapping application tool is essential in guaranteeing damage prevention.
GEO LOGiX provides the latest and greatest in GIS technology. With this
app, you can update, add, and approve facility data at a moment’s notice.

CORE FEATURES:
A mapping system that identifies
dig sites in an instant
Data collection, verification,
and administration
Geocoding abilities
Reverse geocoding abilities
Street auto-suggest services
An additional app that sends
data to 811 centers for verification

WE DRIVE
SAFETY THROUGH
INNOVATION
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